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To estimate the shielding efficiency of buildings, a model which simulates noise
propagation in an urban area has been used. The simulation model assumes the equivalent
highway model where vehicles are replaced by equivalent point sources which emit typical
traffic noise. Interactions of acoustical waves with obstacles, on the path from the source
to the observation point, are reduced to specular reflections from surfaces and diffraction
at edges (wedges) of obstacles. The prepared PROP3 computer program allows estimation
of sound equivalent level in dB(A) at the observation point in a built-up area, for a highway
of known vehicles rate flow and vehicle average speed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An obstacle’s efficiency as a noise control measure depends on the obstacle itself and its
interactions with the environment. Generally, these interactions cause degradation of the
obstacle’s shielding efficiency [1].

In order to solve the noise abatement problems in urban areas, a model of environmental
noise, which can be used for simulation of waves propagation from a source through a
space with obstacles, has to be prepared. Elementary phenomena can be treated: spreading
of the acoustical wave in the space; interaction of the acoustical wave with obstacles. On
the assumption that the spreading occurs in an ideal medium at rest, with the medium
inhomogeneity and weather conditions ignored, the main attention may be focused on the
multiple interactions with obstacles.

There have been several theoretical attempts to describe the wave interaction with
obstacles [2–7]. Some practical approximations have also been proposed, especially for
noise abatement problems [8–21].

For an urban area where, the dimensions of buildings are large enough in relation to
the length of the wave dominant in the noise spectrum, a high frequency approximation
of diffraction phenomena is justified. Thus, to describe the multiple interactions with
obstacles the total acoustical field can be divided into geometrical and diffraction parts
[4, 22]. According to this, in the paper, the wave interaction with obstacles which are
composed of limited panels, is divided into transmission through panels, reflections from
panels, and diffraction at edges and/or wedges.

In a half-space with obstacles representing an urban system, the total acoustical field
contains a sum of parallel chains of the elementary interactions, where each chain describes
the different wave path to the observation point. The geometrical part, calculated by use
of the image method, is widely applied for description of the acoustical field in bounded
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spaces [23–29]. The addition of diffraction smooths the field and offers a more precise
physical description.

Generally, the most important components in the acoustical energy calculation are the
first few reflections. The diffraction is introduced into the propagation model to make the
total field smooth at the boundaries of shadow and reflection waves, where the acoustical
pressure is zero and its level tends to minus infinity. The smooth field is just obtained at
the stage of summation of the first order interactions. It is also possible that a smooth field
can be obtained only after summation of reflections up to large enough order but
computation time increases.

The description of diffraction [30–33] used here is in a form which contains an
undisturbed wave times the diffraction coefficient. Of the same form are descriptions of
transmission and reflection, taking into account that for the reflection the undisturbed
wave is emitted by the image source. Thus, all of the three kinds of interactions can be
used as elements to build a chain of interactions to which the wave is subjected to on its
path from the source to the observation point. The chain can contain an arbitrary number
of interactions in an arbitrary sequence (see sections 2.2, 2.3).

By comparison with experimental data [34, 35], it has been found that the adopted
description of diffraction works up to a source (or observation point) distance from the
wedge of wavelength order. Also, by comparing the description of double diffraction at
the building wedges with the description which uses the Keller theory [36], an acceptable
accordance has been found.

The accuracy of the propagation model, which depends on the description of elementary
interactions (transmission, reflection, diffraction) and on the assumed upper order of
interactions K, has been tested on scale indoor experiments [37, 38]. In both cases the
interactions in a system which comprises the ground, a plane screen and a building facade
have been investigated. The screen and facade were parallel; thus, depending on the order
of interactions, all possible sequences of interactions were present. The first series of
experiments [37] has been performed in the frequency domain, with use of the diffraction
description coming from the asymptotic expression of the MacDonald solution [4]. The
second series [38] has been carried on in the time domain, with the expression for
diffraction given according to the Rubinowicz theory [39]. Both applied diffraction theories
lead to a description of the action of a secondary source at a wedge.

The general noise model prepared [33] comprises the source model, which can be
constructed by a unit simple harmonic point source, and the propagation model, which
can simply be identified as the system transfer function. The noise model can be used for
all systems for which the high frequency approximation is an appropriate one, and where
transmissions, reflections from panels and diffractions at their wedges are the predominant
processes.

In preparing the environmental noise model for a built-up area, a special model for the
highway as the predominant noise source in an urban area is introduced (section 2.1). It
is constructed of the equivalent point sources representing the individual vehicles moving
along a highway.

Based on the environmental noise model for a built-up area, the PROP3 simulation
program has been prepared [30–32]. The propagation model is adjusted to obstacles
(buildings) whose shape can be approximated by a shoe-box. Plane acoustical screens are
also included. Double diffraction at parallel building wedges and at the edges of two
parallel screens are taken into account.

In the PROP3 simulation program, the adequacy of the urban system description and
adequacy of a highway model is comparable with the adequacy in the scale model
investigations of a relatively large urban segment, with scale factor of order 1:100 [40, 41].
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The similar simulation program, which, in the propagation model, includes transmission
and reflection (described by image sources) and diffraction according to the Keller theory
(with the assumed ray tracing method), has been proved experimentally [42]. The noise
propagation model used in the paper is of a more general character. It is self-consistent
as both reflection and diffraction are related to image points representing the secondary
sources of reflection and diffraction waves. The description of diffraction differs from the
Keller geometrical theory in that it is related to the undisturbed wave at the observation
point while in the Keller theory it is related to the incident wave at the wedge. As the Keller
diffraction theory is an extension of the ray tracing theory, the description presented here
can be treated as an extension of the image method.

In this paper (section 3), the PROP3 computer program has been used to calculate the
shielding efficiency of a single building and the first row of buildings along a highway. It
is shown how it changes when a stationary source has been replaced by the moving one.

In the case of a single building, the influence on the building shielding efficiency of the
building’s limited length, presence of the ground, and the additional plane behind the
observation points (representing a facade of protected buildings) has been investigated.

In the case of the first row of buildings along a highway, the urban system geometry
(highway position, building dimensions and positions) are decisive factors. The shielding
efficiency is presented for variable angles created by buildings with the highway axis while
the other parameters are kept constant.

The examples presenting the shielding efficiency of a row of buildings have been
published [39–42]. In these papers only the geometrical part of the acoustical field has been
taken into consideration. In references [39–41], the additional, empirically established
attenuation during propagation in the medium is included. A moving point source
representing a car and a planar projection of buildings on the plane perpendicular to the
highway lane has been taken. Thus, reflections between buildings have been omitted. These
effects have been included in reference [42] where only the single moving source
representing a vehicle has been examined.

2. THE ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MODEL

In order to solve the noise abatement problem in an urban area a model of
environmental noise, providing a procedure for the sound equivalent level calculation, is
needed. Formally, it can be presented in the form

Leq (dB(A))=P
 0( . . . )P
 ( . . . )Q( . . . ), (1)

where the source model is represented by Q( . . . ), the operator P
 ( . . . ) describes wave
propagation, and the operator P
 0( . . . ) the human perception.

It has been widely discussed how to determine the noise annoyance objectively. Despite
all doubts, following the ISO recommendation, the sound equivalent level is used for rating
the annoyance in legislation. Thus, the operator P
 0( . . . ), acting on the acoustical pressure
coming from the action of the propagation operator on the source (equation (1)), should
give the sound equivalent level. In the time domain the sound equivalent level is defined
by the time average

Leq (dB(A))=10 log 61
T g

T/2

−T/2

[p2
A (t)/p2

0 ] dt7, (2)

p0 =2×10−5 N/m2, (3)
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Figure 1. The average, A-weighted, relative power spectrum of traffic noise [44].

where pA (t) is the A-weighted sound pressure observed at the observation point during the
time interval T. In the frequency domain this means calculations of the A-weighted mean
sound energy level (see section 2.1).

2.1.      

A highway is a complex noise source, composed of individual vehicles moving along
highway lanes. The equivalent source of individual vehicles is assumed to be an
omnidirectional point source, at the height above the ground of 0·7 m [43], which radiates
into a homogeneous, loss-free atmosphere at rest. It is assumed to emit noise of the average
traffic noise spectrum (see Figure 1) [44]. From empirical data, the differences between the
equivalent sources of light and heavy vehicles can be introduced by taking for them
different spectra and heights above the ground.

By adopting a concept of sound exposure [45–49] to a drive-by of a vehicle, the highway
model as a noise source is assumed. For freely flowing traffic of the total average flow rate
N (vehicles/h), represented by the equivalent sources moving, along J lanes parallel to the

Figure 2. The point source locations along the highway lane segment.
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x-axis (see Figure 2), with average speed v (m/h), the sound equivalent level of the highway
segment is obtained:

Leq (T=1 h)(dB(A))=10 log s
J

j=1

NjEAj /p2
0 . (4)

Here Nj is the vehicle rate flow on each j-lane,

Nj =N/J. (5)

The quantity EAj is the A-weighted average sound energy, emitted during the drive-by of
the j-lane segment by a single equivalent source; thus

NjEAj =Nj g
t/2

−t/2

p2
Aj (t) dt=

1
Dx g

xj2

xj1

p2
A (xj ) dxj , (6)

where

Dx= v/Nj (m/vehicles) (7)

is the average spacing between successive vehicles on the j-lane segment of length
(xj2 − xj1).

In equation (6), although the sound exposure is defined for t:a, finite boundaries are
introduced. When as a limitation criterion it is assumed that the sound level at the
observation point P due to the source at the ends of the j-lane (xj2, xj1) is 10 dB lower than
that due to the source at the smallest distance R0 to the observation point P (see Figure
2), then

(xj2 − xj1)=6R0 (8)

To obtain the equivalent sound level the integration in equation (6) has to be executed.
Analytically this can only be done for free space when there are no buildings. In other
cases the integration has to be replaced by discrete summation, then

NjEAj =
1

Dx
s
Uj

uj =1

p2
A (ujDxE )DxE . (9)

Now, the equivalent sound level is expressed by

Leq (T=1 h)((dB(A))=10 log
DxE

Dx
+SLU . (10)

where

SLU =10 log s
J

j=1

s
Uj

uj =1

p2
A (ujDxE )/p2

0 =10 log s
U

u=1

p2
A (Ru )/p2

0 , (11)

U= s
J

j=1

Uj = s
J

j=1

(xj2 − xj1)/DxE . (12)
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The quantity SLU represents the sound level due to the set of U stationary equivalent
sources at Su (xj1 + ujDxu , yj , 0·7 m), j=1, . . . , J. At the observation point P(x, y, z) it
is a function of vectors:

Ru =Ru (Dxu , Dyu , Dzu ), Dxu = xj1 + ujDxE − x, (13, 14)

Dyu = yj − y, Dzu =0·7m− z. (15, 16)

It is obvious that the value of Leq calculated according to equation (10) depends on the
choice of the DxE value; the smaller is DxE the more accurate is the value of Leq . As the
upper limit it can be taken that

DxE =Dx, (17)

where Dx is the average spacing between vehicles on the j-lane (see equation (7)).
With the relative, A-weighted power level of the spectrum of the equivalent source in

ten octaves defined as

wrA (fw =vw /2p)(dB(A))=10 log [W(fw )/W0]−10 log [W(f=1 kHz)/W0]−DLA , (18)

where DLA is the A-weighting correction, the sound level generated by the set of U
equivalent sources can be calculated:

SLU (dB(A))=10 log s
10

w=1

100·1wrA (fw )wU (fw )+SPL(R=1 m, f=1 kHz), (19)

where SPL (R=1 m, f=1 kHz) is the sound pressure level in the 1 kHz band at a distance
of 1 m from the equivalent point source.

In the w-octave-band of centre frequency fw , the factor wU (fw ) represents the acoustical
energy of the set of U unit point sources emitting simple harmonic waves of frequencies
fws $�Fw1, Fw2�:

wU (fw )=
1
Sw

s
Sw

s=1

s
U

u=1

=p(Ru , fws )=2. (20)

The number Sw of simple harmonic frequencies fws in the �Fw1, Fw2� octave-band can be
adjusted to the bandwidth or kept constant for all bands. Herein, the second option is
applied.

2.2.      

To have an explicit expression for the sound equivalent level (equations (10–20)) the
sound pressure p(Ru , fws ) is needed. This pressure is identical with the transfer function of
an urban system, and is provided by the propagation model (equation (1)) as

p(Ru , fws )= p(S, P)=P
 ( . . . )Q(S). (21)

This relation represents the acoustical pressure, at the observation point P, due to a unit
simple harmonic point source Q(S) at S, after propagation through a built-up area.

The operator P
 ( . . . ) which describes propagation in an urban area has to be found.
Since propagation is assumed in an ideal medium with disregard of the air attenuation,
and that the acoustical pressure is given in front of a building facade, omitting transmission
through a building facade into a room, the problem is limited to description of interactions
with obstacles.
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The urban system under consideration is represented by a half-space with obstacles. The
obstacles are modelled by panels. A plane acoustical screen is represented by a single panel.
The buildings are approximated by shoe-boxes.

When the dimensions of the obstacles and their mutual separation distances are large
in relation to the wavelength predominant in the A-weighted noise spectrum, the large
distance approximation (kR�1) is justified. Then interaction with obstacles constructed
of panels can be divided into reflection and transmission through a panel, treated here as
an unlimited one, and diffraction at the wedges (edges) [4, 22]. Thus, the operator P
 ( . . . )
(equation (21)) contains the sum of the parallel chains of the elementary interactions of
transmission, reflection and diffraction at wedges (edges). Each i-chain describes the
different wave paths to the observation points.

The operator T
 (S, P) describes a spreading in the empty space. When it acts on the
simple harmonic source Q(S) of unit strength, at point S,

T
 (S, P)Q(S)=
exp[ikR(S, P)]

R(S, P)
, (22)

then it gives an undisturbed spherical wave at the observation point P.
Transmission through the semi-transparent plane also results in empty space

transmission:

T
 (S, C, P)Q(S)=T(C)T
 (S, P)Q(S). (23)

Now, the source strength equals that of the source at S times, the transmission coefficient
of the panel T(C) defined at the point C where the panel is pierced by the direct path from
S to P.

The operator R
 (S, A, P) describes reflection:

R
 (S, A, P)Q(S)=R(A)T
 (S', P)Q(S). (24)

Its action results in transmission from the point source at S' to the observation point at
P. The source at S' is the mirror image of the real source at S with respect to the plane.
The strength of the source at S' equals that of the source at S, its image times the reflection
coefficient R(A) defined at the point A where the panel is pierced by the direct path from
S' to P.

As the transmission operator T
 (S, P) (equation (22)) is defined in relation to the
(S, P)-distance, the concept of the image observation point can also be used in the
description of the reflection. Then

R
 (S, A, P)Q(S)=R(A)T
 (S, P')Q(S), (25)

where P' is the mirror image of the real observation point at P with respect to the plane.
The operator describing diffraction at a wedge (edge),

D
 (S, E, P)Q(S)=D(n; S, P)T
 (S, P)Q(S), (26)

is proportional to the undisturbed wave (equation (22)) by the coefficient D(n; S, P). The
point E is the active point at the wedge (edge): e.g., the point through which passes the
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shortest path from the source at S to the observation point at P (Fermat’s principle). The
coefficient D(n; S, P) is a function of the kind of wedge, described by the parameter n, and
the source and the observation point positions in relation to the wedge. The parameter
n gives the angle np=2p−2V, being the difference of the outer space angle of the wedge
and the inner angle 2V. The source S(r0, 80, z0) and the observation point P(r, 8, z)
positions are given in the co-ordinate system with a z-axis identical with the wedge (edge).

As transmission does not change the radiating source position, only appearance of a
reflection in the chain of interactions affects the diffraction coefficient. When reflection
occurs before diffraction then, in the diffraction coefficient, there appears an image source
of appropriate order, describing the wave history before diffraction. Reflection after
diffraction results in the appearance of an appropriate image observation point, describing
the wave history after diffraction.

In the model presented, all three kinds of interactions are linear in relation to the
undisturbed wave due to the appropriate source at the appropriate observation point. The
proportional coefficients are transmission, reflection and diffraction coefficients (equations
(22–26)). The transmission and reflection coefficients are regarded as panel acoustical
parameters. The reflection process specifics require determination of the image-source
position S' or the image observation point P'. The specifics of diffraction require
calculation of diffraction coefficient, defined by the source and the observation point
position in relation to the wedge.

Since the acoustical wave can reach the observation point by different chains of the
three kinds of interactions with panels composing obstacles, for the system containing N
panels, and interactions up to the K-order, the acoustical pressure at the observation
point is

p(S, P)= s
K

k=1

s
I(N, k)

i=1

P
 i
k, (n)*. . .*P
 i

1(n)Q(S)

= s
K

k=1

s
I(N, k)

i=1

t
k

k'=1

P
 i
k , (n)Q(S). (27)

The i-sequence of the set of operators [P
 i
k(n), . . . , P
 i

1(n)], describing the i-path, is one of
the possible combinations of 3N elements of the set of transmission, reflection and
diffraction operators {P
 (n)}, taken k at a time.

The interaction with the n-panel is given by

P
 (n)=
T
 (S(p), Cn , P(r))=T(Cn )T
 (S(p), P(r)),

R
 (S(p), An , P(r))=R(An )T
 (S(p,n), P(r))=R(An )T
 (S(p), P(n,r))
D
 (S(p), Em(n), P(r))=D(n; S(p)[m(n)], P(r)[m(n)])T
 (S(P), P(r))

, (28)g
F

f

where the suorce at S(p) and the point P(r) describe the wave history before and after
interaction with the n-panel, respectively. The source at S(p,n) is the mirror image of the
source at S(p) with respect to the n-panel. The point P(n,r) is the mirror image of the source
P(r) with respect to the n-panel. For each diffraction process, occurring at the m(n)-wedge
of the n-panel, the source at S(p) and observation point P(r) positions are given in the
different local co-ordinates system with z-axis identical with the m(n)-wedge.
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2.3.   

The acoustical pressure of the wave which suffers interaction with the n-panel is written
in the form containing all the possible components of the total field [4, 22, 30–33]:

pn (S, P)=$h(Cn )+ (1−T(n)) s
M

m=1

h(S, Em , P)%T
 (S, P)Q(S)

+$h(An )+R(n) s
M

m=1

h(S(n) Em , P)%T
 (S(n), P)Q(S). (29)

The terms in the first square brackets describe the wave transmitted through the plane of
the n-panel; it depends on the direct wave and the wave transmitted through the n-panel
via the transmission coefficient T(n). They are accompanied by diffraction waves connected
with the real source S. The factor h(Cn ) makes a choice between the direct and transmitted
waves:

h(Cn )=6T(n),
1,

Cn $(n)-panel
Cn (-panel 7, (30)

where Cn is the transmission point at the plane of the n-panel.
The terms in the second square brackets describe the wave reflected from the n-panel

of reflection coefficient R(n), accompanied by the diffraction waves connected with the
image source S(n). The factor h(An ) gives the regions where the reflection wave exists:

h(An )=6R(n),
0,

An $(n)-panel
An (-panel 7. (31)

Here An is the reflection point at the plane of the n-panel.
The diffraction terms in equation (29) can be expressed in the same way regardless of

whether they are connected with the real or the image source when the appropriate
co-ordinates describing the source position are taken. Thus, for the source at S the factor
h(S, Em , P) describing diffraction at the m-edge (wedge) is

h(S, Em , P)=6D[n; S(m), P(m)]
0,

Em $(m)-edge(wedge)
Em ((m)-edge(wedge)7, (32)

D[n; S(m), P(m)]=P(80m , 8m , n)Vc(R, Rem , rm )Ds(c)(R, r0m , rm ). (33)

The position of the active point Em at the m-edge (wedge) determines, whether the m-edge
(wedge) generates the diffraction wave or does not. This is according to the Rubinowicz
theory [39] that only the vicinity of the point Em participates effectively in radiation of the
cylindrical wave resulting from diffraction at the edge (wedge). The same comes from the
McDonald solution [4] when the steepest descent method is applied.

In equation (33), the parameter n determines the outer space np=2p−2V around the
m-wedge of the inner angle 2V. For a single panel playing a role of screen n=2; for a
right angle wedge of a building n=3/2. All the factors are expressed for the source
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S(r0m , 80m , z0m ) and the observation point P(rm , 8m , zm ) positions given in the co-ordinate
system with the m-edge (wedge) as the z-axis. The factor

P(8m , 8m0, n)=
1
n

sin (p/n)
1

cos (p/n)− cos {(8m −80m )/n} (34)

represents the directional patterns of the cylindrical wave emitted by the edge (wedge),

Vc(R, Rem , rm )=
exp{i[k(Rem −R)+ p/4]}

z2pkrm

, (35)

where

R=zR2
em −4r0mrm cos2 [(8m −80m )/2], Rem =z(r0m + rm )2 + (zm + z0m )2.

(36, 37)

When the spherical wave reaches the edge (wedge), as it does in the case of a wave emitted
by the point source, the deformation factor is

Ds(R, r0m , rm )= kR/zkRemkr0m . (38)

When the wave reaching the edge (wedge) is of the cylindrical type as it is during diffraction
of order higher than one, then

Dc(R, rm )=zkR/kr0m . (39)

When the m-edge (wedge) is an active one (equation (32)), the diffraction can be
interpreted as radiation of the source at the m-edge (wedge) because it represents
transmission of the cylindrical wave Vc(R, Rem , rm ) (equation (35)) born at the m-edge
(wedge). The source is the secondary source of the strength given by
[Ds(c)(R, r0m , rm )T
 (S, P)Q(S)] and of the directional patterns given by P(80m , 8m , n).

The geometrical part of the field in equation (29)

pg
n (S, P)= pt(S, Cn , P)+ pr(S, An , P)

= h(Cn )T(S, P)Q(S)+ h(An )T(S(n), P)Q(S)

=6 T
 (S, P)Q(S), Cn ((n)-panel,
T
 (S, Cn , P)Q(S), Cn $(n)-panel,7+R
 (S, An , P)Q(S), (40)

contains the two types of transmitted waves: the direct wave or the wave transmitted
through the n-panel, and the wave reflected from the n-panel. All the waves are expressed
by the action of the appropriate operators on the source Q(S).

The diffraction part of the field in equation (29) is

pd
n (S, P)= s

M

m=1

pd(S, Em , P)+ s
M

m=1

pd(S, Cn , Em , P)+ s
M

m=1

pd(S, An , Em , P)

= (1−T(n)) s
M

m=1

h(S, EmP)h(Cn )T
 (S, P)Q(S)

+R(n) s
M

m=1

h(S(n), Em , P)T
 (S(n), P)Q(S)

= (1−T(n)) s
M

m=1

D
 (S, Em , P)Q(S)+R(n) s
M

m=1

D
 (S(n), Em , P)Q(S). (41)
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The diffraction part of the field is formed by the three kinds of diffraction waves, each
of them connected with the source of the geometrical wave: direct, transmitted through
the n-panel and reflected from it. Simultaneously, the diffracted waves are expressed by
the appropriate diffraction operators as independent processes at wedges (edges) of the
n-panel.

As has been shown above, from the point of view of wave interaction, the urban system
can be regarded as a composition of N panels and M wedges (some of them may be edges).
The wave is transmitted through the panels and reflected from them, and by wedges it is
diffracted, thus,

T
 (. . . , Cn , . . .)
R
 (. . . , An , . . .)7=P
 (n)

D
 (. . . , Em , . . .) =P
 (m)9=P
 (m). (42)

The set of operators {P
 (m)}, describing all the possible interactions, contains 2N+M
elements. This means that the number of operators is equal to the number of elements of
the urban system with which a wave can independently interact. The wave i-path, on which
k interactions are assumed, is described by the i-sequence of the operators
[P
 i

k(m), . . . , P
 i
1(m)]. It is an ordered combination of 2N+M operators, taken k at a time.

In the i-sequence the same operator can appear more than once. In combinatorics, such
an i-sequence is called the k-tuple of the 2N+M elements of the set {P
 (m)} with
repetitions.

Now, for the number of interactions up to the K-order, the total field (equation (27))
can be rewritten as a sum of the geometrical and diffraction parts:

p(S, P)= pg(S, P)+ pd(S, P), (43)

pg(S, P)= s
K

k=1

s
I(N,k)

i=1

t
k

k'=1

P
 i
k, (n)Q(S)

= s
K

k=1

s
I(N, k)

i=1

pi (S, P; k), (44)

pd(S, P)= s
K

k=1

s
I(N,M,k)

i=1

t
k

k'=1

P
 i
k, (m)Q(S)

= s
K

k=1

s
I(N,M,k)

i'=1

pi , (S, P; k). (45)

The geometrical part of the field pg(S, P) (equation (44)) is composed of the terms
containing only transmissions and reflections. The diffraction part of the field pd(S, P)
(equation (45)), apart from transmission and reflections contains the terms in which
diffraction appears, at least once.

The different sequence of operators, acting on the source Q(S), gives different terms
(waves) in equations (44) and (45) as each term describes a different wave path determined
by the sequence of points where the interactions take place. The product of operators is
non-commutative because the positions of transmission, and reflection points on panels,
and the active points at wedge (edges) are determined by the position of the point where
the source of the wave is for the process, and the position of the point at which the next
interaction takes place [30].
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In equation (44), as one of the first order geometrical terms, the term k=1 appears,
which represents the direct wave (equation (23)). Other first order geometrical terms result
as a consequence of the single processes of transmission through the panels and reflection
from them. The second order geometrical terms (k=2) result from action of any
combination of the pair of operators T
 T
 , R
 R
 , T
 R
 , R
 T
 .

The first order diffraction terms (equation (45)) result from diffraction of the direct wave.
When, before diffraction, the wave is transmitted or reflected then the second order terms
(k=2) appear since they result from action of the two operators D
 T
 or D
 R
 . When a wave
diffracted at edges (wedges), before reaching the observation point, is subjected to
transmission or reflection then a second order term, being a product of operators T
 D
 or
R
 D
 , appears.

The third order terms D
 R
 D
 appear, e.g., when the wave, due to the source at S, before
diffraction at the m-wedge, is first reflected from the p-panel and after diffraction from
the r-panel:

pi (S, P; k=3)= pd[S, A(i)p , E(i)m , A(i)r , P]

=R
 [E(i)m , A(i)r , P][D
 [S, E(i)m , P](R
 [S, A(i)p , E(i)m ]Q(S))]

= h(Ap )h(Ar )h(S(p), Em , P(r))T
 (S(p), P(r))Q(S)

= h(Ap )h(Ar )h(S(p), Em , P(r))
exp[ikR(S(p), P(r))]

R(S(p), P(r))
. (46)

As can be seen from the above, the higher order terms in equations (46) and (45) result
when one of the operators T
 , R
 , D
 acts on a term of lower order which plays the role
of an undisturbed wave for the process (equations (22–26)). Since all interactions are linear
in relation to the undisturbed wave, eventually, as a result one obtains the product of
transmission, reflection and diffraction coefficients, which appears in front of the
transmission operator from the appropriate source (real or image) to the observation point
(real or image), which provides the undisturbed wave.

3. SIMULATION MODEL

The above description of the highway model (section 2.1) and the propagation model
(sections 2.2, 2.3) describing wave interactions with buildings are enough to construct the
noise environmental model in an urban area (equation (1)), and next, the simulation
program.

The prepared PROP3 simulation program allows one to calculate the sound equivalent
level at points of interest:

Leq (dB(A))=P
 0010 log; p2
0 ; g dv, DLA (v)1

( P
 (N, {R(n)}, {R(n)}, {T(n)}, K, R(P))QA (. . . ). (47)

The propagation model P
 ( ) contains the following as the parameters: N, number of
panels; {R}, set of vectors describing geometry of panels; {R(n)}, set of reflection
coefficients of panels; {T(n)}, set of transmission coefficients of panels; K, upper order
of interaction; R(P), observation point position.
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Figure 3. The stationary source and observation points’ positions during investigation of the single building
shielding efficiency: (a) vertical projection; (b) horizontal projection (dimensions in metres).

The two applied options of the source model QA ( ) for a stationary source and a
highway,

QA (. . .)=6 Q(R(S), wrA (S, fw ), SPL(1, 1))
Q(N, v, J, {Rj}, DxE , wrA (fw ), SPL(1, 1))7, (48)

contains the following as parameters: N, total mean flow rate (vehicles/h); v, average
vehicle speed (m/h); J, number of lanes; R(S), position of source S; Dx, average vehicle
spacing; {Rj}, set of vectors describing geometry of lanes: DxE , summation step; wrA (S, fw ),
relative, A-weighted power level of spectrum of S source; wrA (fw ), relative, A-weighted
power level of spectrum of traffic noise: SPL(1, 1), sound pressure level in 1 kHz
octave-band, at a distance of 1 m from the equivalent point source.

The simulation program PROP3 gives a quantitative answer to how the sound
equivalent level changes as a result of the changes in the source parameters (equation (48))
and the urban system parameters (equation (47)). In an urban system, sometimes, a change
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T 1

The single building investigation (see Figure 3)

Number Left-side Right-side
Case of DxE length length
No. sources (m) (m) (m) R(n=1) R(n=7) yp

1 1 — a a 0 0 60
2 1 — 25 a 0 0 60
3 1 — 25 25 0 0 60
4 1 — 25 25 0·9 0 60
5 1 — 25 25 0·9 0·9 60
6 5 80 25 25 0·9 0 60
7 7 80 25 25 0·9 0 50
8 13 40 25 25 0·9 0 60

DxE is the distance between sources’ positions on the lane; R(n=1) is the reflection coefficient of the ground;
R(n=7) is the reflection coefficient of the plane behind the observation points; yp is the observation point
co-ordinate.

of the reflection coefficients of panels (walls, ground surface) is possible. However, the
decisive factors are the mutual arrangements of buildings, their dimensions, and their
locations in relation to the source (a highway) position. They could be arbitrary, according
to the designer architectural fantasy. The PROP3 can give an answer to the question of
what value of the sound equivalent level will be at the point of interest, especially on
building facades [31], for any imagined arrangement of buildings.

The accuracy of the sound level calculation (equation (47)) is affected by the simulation
model accuracy, and the adequacy of the simulation model to the real conditions.

Figure 4. The stationary source shielding efficiency by the single building (see Figure 3, Table 1): (1) ——,
of unlimited length, in free space; (2) – -– -, of one-side unlimited length, in free space; (3) ———, of limited
length, in free space; (4) ––––, of limited length, in the semi-space with the ground.
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Figure 5. The single building shielding efficiency for the stationary source (see Figure 3, Table 1): (4) ––––,
without the additional plane behind the observation points; (5) ———, with the plane.

Both the source model and the propagation model, are constructed for far field
conditions. Upon taking into account the A-weighted noise spectra met in urban area, it
may be stated that distances from a source to the place of the first interaction, and between
subsequent interactions are of the order of a few wavelengths of the dominant component.
Thus, the simulation model is the proper one.

The sound equivalent level from a highway is related to the sound exposure (acoustical
energy) due to an individual vehicle drive-by. This energy is not calculated as an integral
along the path travelled but as a sum of energies at the sequence of discrete positions along
the path. At each discrete position, a wave is emitted by an equivalent point source, and
the acoustical pressure at the observation point is the sum over all the possible wave paths,
with phases included. The assumption that the wave front is locally flat allows one to
calculate the energy for each discrete source position as proportional to the mean square
pressure. Next, the energies of all the discrete positions are summed up to obtain the sound
exposure. Thus, the source model made up of point sources of a given power spectrum
with a directivity characteristic (when it is needed) is adequate, and its accuracy depends
on the accuracy with which the parameters are measured and the value of the discretization
step.

In the propagation model, the description of elementary interactions includes
transmission, reflection, diffraction. Its accuracy depends on the assumed upper order of
interactions K, which can be chosen in a step-by-step procedure. However, the geometry
of an urban system is simplified and the real obstacles are replaced by shoe-boxes or plane
panels. Also, all the effects connected with inhomogeneity of the propagation medium and
changeable meteorological conditions are omitted. Because of these two reasons the
adequacy of this description is still an open question.

There are attempts to describe sound propagation in an urban area as a diffusion process
through statistically scattered obstacles (buildings) [50–53]. In this case the urban system
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transfer function (propagation model) depends only on two parameters: average building
density, and average attenuation factor related to interaction with obstacle. For some
purposes this approach can be suitable. Generally, it is difficult to find in an urban area
conditions close to the conditions met in gas mechanics, where the diffusion model works
well.

When someone is interested in noise fluctuations, in noise indices L1, L10, L50, L90 [54–65],
the distribution function has to be introduced into the source model, for vehicle parameters
such as vehicle position, number of vehicles, vehicle acoustical power, vehicle flow rate
fluctuations. This was done, e.g., in the case when the distribution function was applied
to vehicle position on a highway with the propagation model based on the image sources
method [66, 67].

To sum up, the simulation model accuracy depends on the modelling adequacy and the
accuracy with which the parameters are measured. Some of these parameters are not easily
obtained. However, the absolute value of the sound equivalent level Leq is not always
required. More often the change in the sound equivalent level Leq caused by a change in
the source and/or propagation parameters (equations (47, 48)) is sought. When the
assumption is made that the phenomena omitted and simplifications influence the
differently analysed situation in the same way, the information provided by the simulation
model can be regarded as reliable.

3.1.   

By use of the simulation model (equations (47, 48)), the shielding efficiency can be
defined for the highway segment of J lanes parallel to the x-axis, with the total average
flow rate N (vehicles/h), and the average vehicle speed v (m/h). It is the difference between

Figure 6. The shielding efficiency of the single building (see Figure 3, Table 1): (4) ––––, for the stationary
source; (6) ——, for the moving source.
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Figure 7. The shielding efficiency of the single building for the moving source at two distances behind the
building (see Figure 3, Table 1): (6) ——, 20 m; (7) ––––, 10 m.

the sound equivalent level in the half-space limited by the ground surface (N=1), and the
sound equivalent level in the actual urban system:

DLeq (T=1h)(dB(A))=Leq (N=1, R(n=1),

R(n=1), R(P); {R(Su )}, wrA (fw ), U(DxE ))

−Leq (N, {R(n)}, {R(n)}, {T(n)}, K, R(P); {R(Su )}, wrA (fw ), U(DxE ))

=10 log s
W

w=1

100·1wrA (fw ) 1
Sw

s
Sw

s=1

s
U(DxE )

u=1 b s
I(N=1)

i=1

pi (Su , P, fws )b
2

−10 log s
W

w=1

100·1wrA (fw ) 1
Sw

s
Sw

s=1

s
U(DxE )

u=1 b s
K

k=1 $ s
I(N,k)

i=1

pi (Su , P, fws ; k)

+ s
I(N,M,k)

i'=1

pi , (Su , P, fws ; k)%b
2

. (49)

The shielding efficiency of a single building and in the three differently arranged systems
of five buildings have been investigated. As a noise source, an individual vehicle is
represented by the equivalent point source, the two source models are assumed: the
stationary equivalent source and the equivalent source which moves along one of the
highway lanes. Insertion of the second source model into the shielding efficiency expression
(equation (49)) instantly gives the shielding efficiency for the one-lane highway. This is due
to the fact that the average spacing between successive vehicles on the lane Dx (equation
(7)), present in the sound level expression (equation (10)), disappears in the shielding
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Figure 8. The single building shielding efficiency for the moving source with the summation step (see equation
(49)): (7) ––––, DxE =80 m; (8) ——, DxE=40 m.

efficiency expression DLeq (equation (49)), which makes it independent of the rate flow of
vehicles on the lane and their average speed.

For the given parameters of the highway and the urban system, the shielding efficiency
depends on the summation step DxE through the number of point sources U(DxE )
(equation (12)) representing vehicles moving along J lanes of the highway segment and
through the positions of Su sources (equations (13–16)).

T 2

The system of five buildings investigation (see Figures 9–11)

Number
Case of (x1, x2) DxE a (xp1, xp2) yp

No. sources (m) (m) (deg) (m) (m)

10 1 (0, 0) — 90 (−60, 160) 80
11 1 (0, 0) — 0 (−90, 180) 50
12 1 (0, 0) — 45 (−60, 200) 80
13 10 (−320, 400) 80 90 (−60, 160) 80
14 9 (−240, 400) 80 0 (−90, 180) 50
15 10 (−320, 400) 80 45 (−60, 200) 80
16 19 (−320, 400) 40 90 (−60, 160) 80
17 17 (−240, 400) 40 0 (−90, 180) 50
18 19 (−320, 400) 40 45 (−60, 200) 80
19 9 (−280, 360) 80 0 (−90, 180) 50
20 10 (−340, 380) 80 45 (−60, 200) 80

x1, x2 are the ends of the highway lane; DxE is the distance between sources’ positions on the lane; a is the
angle formed by the longer building side with x-axis, at the building corner nearest to the lane; xp1, xp2 are the
ends of the line of observation points; yp is the observation point co-ordinate.
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Figure 9. The urban system of five buildings located perpendicularly to the highway lane (dimensions in
metres).

When the number of the sources grows, i.e., when DxE decreases, the sound level in the
empty half-space (equation (49)) approaches the value characteristic for the line source of
limited length. In the half-space with buildings, the number of sources and their exact
positions on the lanes are the decisive factors in calculation of the sound level (equation
(49)) as they determine the possible paths of reaching the observation point. In this case
the influence of the DxE value is less predictable but for some small enough values of DxE

the shielding efficiency is expected to be independent of it.
In the urban system analysed, the most favorable conditions for sound propagation

through the openings in the first row of buildings to the observation point, lying behind
them, create the situation which is the nearest to calculation of the integral along the source
path. The required conditions could be obtained not only by decrease of the value of DxE

(which enlarges the number of sources) but also by finding the appropriate positions of
sources with relatively large values of DxE . The choice of optimal number of sources at
the proper positions saves computation time. For example, for the five buildings system
analysed and interaction up to the third order, calculation on PC 386/40 MHz, for one
source and one observation point, took about 10 min. Therefore, the effect on the shielding
efficiency due to the value of DxE and Su sources positions has been tested.

Figure 10. The urban system of five buildings located parallel to the highway lane (dimensions in metres).
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Figure 11. The urban system of five buildings inclined to the highway lane (dimensions in metres).

3.1.1. Shielding efficiency of a single building
The shielding efficiency of the single building 12 m high and 20 m wide (see Figure 3)

has been investigated. The assumed stationary source is at the central position in front of
the building at a distance of 20 m from the building facade. The observation points are
on the vertical line at the central position, 20 or 10 m behind the building.

The influence of the building’s limited length on its shielding efficiency, presence of the
ground and the additional plane behind the observation points (representing a facade of
a protected building) has been investigated for the stationary source (see Table 1, cases
1–5). The moving source modelled by the sources distributed with the step DxE along the
parallel to the building, at a distance of 20 m in front of the building, has also been
investigated (see Table 1, cases 6–8), where the stationary source becomes one of the
sources on the lane.

The shielding efficiency of the building, treated as an acoustical screen for the single
source, is presented in Figures 4 and 5. In Figure 4, it is shown how the building shielding
efficency changes when the building length becomes limited. The one-side limitation, in
addition to the wave doubly diffracted at the building’s upper wedges (curve (1)),
introduces the wave being doubly diffracted at the building side wedges of one of the
building’s ends (curve (2)). In the case of a two-side limitation, two additional waves
appear, being doubly diffracted at the two ends of the building (curve (3)). Introduction
of the ground, of reflection coefficient 0·9, causes the appearance, for each already existing
wave, of its counterparts reflected from the ground in front of the building, before
diffraction, and behind the building, after diffraction at its wedges (curve (4)).

In Figure 5 the influence of the additional plane behind the observation points is
presented (curve (5)). The situation is adequate when the building acts as a protector for
the second one, behind it. The existence of two parallel surfaces: the rear wall of the
first building and the protected facade of the second one causes, reflections that diminish
the shielding efficiency in relation to the situation when the additional plane is absent
(curve (4)).

Figure 6 presents the shielding efficiency of the building for the stationary source at the
central position (curve (4)) and for the moving source (curve (6)). The moving source is
effectively shielded only at its position just in front of the building; at other positions it
emits direct waves reaching the observation points. In Figure 7 the efficiency for the
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moving source, observed at distances of 10 m (curve (6)) and 20 m (curve (7)) behind the
building, is presented. In each case the end points on the highway lane are chosen
according to equation (8). It is seen that a noticeable shielding efficiency of the single
building for the moving source can be expected for the points behind the building at
distances smaller than 20 m.

Figure 12. The shielding efficiency for the stationary source in the urban system of five buildings (see Table
2) (a): (10) ——, perpendicular (see Figure 9); (11) ———, parallel (see Figure 10); (12) ––––, inclined (see Figure
11); (b) the same as (a) but with shifted l-axis: (10) l'= l+20; (11) l'= l+10; (12) l'= l=80.
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Figure 13. The shielding efficiency for the moving source in the urban system of five buildings (see Table 2):
(13) ——, perpendicular (see Figure 9); (14) ———, parallel (see Figure 10); (15) ––––, inclined (see Figure 11).

Figure 8 presents the influence of the DxE step in the discrete summation (equations
(10–16)) on the shielding efficiency. To investigate these effects two values of DxE =80 m
(curve (7)), DxE =40 m (curve (8)) have been taken. The value of DxE =80 m has been
taken arbitrarily as the upper limit for the summation step because of the expression for
the sound equivalent level (equation (10)) where for Nj =3000 vehicles/h and v=60 km/h,
Dx=80 m, and with DxE =80 m the first term disappears. An assumption of DxE =40
m has only a small affect on the result. Therefore, in the case of the single building the
influence of the DxE value is negligible but still it has to be remembered that the influence
depends on the urban system geometry; this is discussed in what follows.

3.1.2. Shielding efficiency of the row of buildings
The calculation of the shielding efficiency has been performed for an urban system

containing five buildings. The single building dimensions are the same as previously
(50×20)×12 m. The reflection coefficients of the ground and buildings’ walls are taken
real and equal to 0·9. Three different arrangements of the buildings are investigated:
perpendicular to the highway (Figure 9); parallel to the highway (Figure 10); inclined to
the highway at the angle a=45° (Figure 11).

The shielding efficiency is calculated for the stationary source at a distance of 20 m from
the right corner of building No. 1 and for a moving source (Table 2, cases 10–12). The
moving source is modelled by sources distributed along the highway lane parallel to the
building system in such a way that the stationary source investigated before is one of the
sources on the lane (Table 2, cases 13–15).

The observation points are at the line parallel to the highway, 10 m behind the first row
of the buildings, at a height of 1·8 m. The ends of the observation points line are chosen
arbitrarily but the ends of the highway lane are calculated according to equation (8) in
relation to the end observation points.
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In Figure 12, the shielding efficiency in the three differently arranged urban systems are
presented for the stationary source S(0, 0) (Figures 9–11) emission. In Figure 12(b) the
abscissae are shifted in relation to those in Figure 12(a) to obtain for each curve l'=0
at the centre of the region where the direct wave from the source S(0, 0) arrives. In these
regions, for all the three arrangements of buildings, the shielding efficiency is negative. This
means that the noise propagated through the system of buildings is amplified.

In Figure 13 the shielding efficiency in the three urban systems of different arrangements
are presented for the moving source. For all three arrangements of buildings the shielding
efficiency becomes smaller than that for the stationary source and is in the range from −5
to +5 dB(A). The negative minima in the curves (13) and (14) have a simple explanation.
They appear in the region of existence of the direct wave due to the source S(0, 0) (Figures
9 and 10). For curve (15) there is not so simple an explanation.

In Figures 14 and 16 the shielding efficiency in the given system is presented for the
stationary point source and for the moving source for the two values of the summation
step DxE =80, 40 m. Generally, the shielding efficiencies for the moving source become
smaller than that for the stationary source in the regions where the direct wave from the
stationary source S(0, 0) is well shielded and become larger in the regions where the wave
is present.

By taking the two values of the summation step DxE it can be seen that the smaller DxE

is, the smoother is the curve representing the shielding efficiencies. As the shielding
efficiency depends on the summation step DxE not only through the number of point
sources U(DxE ) (equation (12)) representing vehicles moving along a lane, but also
through the positions of the Su sources (equations (13–16)) this effect has been investigated.
For the case of the parallel buildings arrangement (Figure 10), by keeping the step value
DxE =80 m and shifting the sources system by 40 m to the left in relation to the case

Figure 14. The shielding efficiency in the system of five buildings perpendicular to the highway lane (see Figure
9, Table 2): (10) ——, for stationary source; (13) ———, for moving source with DxE=80 m; (16) ––––, for
moving source with DxE =40 m.
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Figure 15. The shielding efficiency in the system of five buildings parallel to the highway lane (see Figure 10,
Table 2): (11) ——, for stationary source; (14) ———, for moving source with DxE=80 m; (17) ––––, for moving
source with DxE =40 m; (19) (—(—(, for moving source with DxE =80 m and the source system shifted by 40 m
in relation to the case of curve (14).

represented by the curve (14) (curve (19) in Figure 15), the full shielding of the direct wave
due to the three central sources on the lane S(−120, 0), S(−40, 0), S(40, 0) has been
obtained. Owing to this, curve (19) is more similar to curve (11) for the stationary source
than curve (14) for which the DxE step is the same but the sources’ positions are different.

The same effect has been tested for the system of buildings inclined to the highway lane
(Figure 11). In Figure 16 for curves (15) and (20) the summation step is the same
(DxE =80 m) but in the case of curve (20) the source system is shifted to the left by 20 m
in relation to the case of curve (15). Now, the differences between curves (15) and (20) are
negligible.

A general comparison for the three different building arrangements can be done (see
Table 3). As a parameter the value of the percentage of openings in the first row of
buildings is introduced. It can be seen that the higher the percentage of openings the
smaller is the influence of the DxE value on the shielding efficiency. The shielding efficiency
on the line behind the first row of buildings fluctuates. Its mean value for all three different
building arrangements is not large, and ranges between 1 and 2 dB(A).

4. CONCLUSIONS

The PROP3 computer program is a tool for sound level calculation near the facade of
a building which is placed in an urban system. In this paper it has been used for calculation
of the shielding efficiency of a single building and in an urban system of the five buildings.
The shielding efficiency has been calculated for a stationary source and for a source moving
along a highway lane.

It is shown how the shielding efficiency of the building changes when the building, first
treated as a broad obstacle of a given width, becomes an obstacle of the shoe-box shape
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Figure 16. The shielding efficiency in the system of five buildings inclined to the highway lane (see Figure 11,
Table 2): (12) ——, for stationary source; (15) ———, for moving source with DxE=80 m; (18) ––––, for moving
source with DxE =40 m; (20) (—(—(, for moving source with DxE =80 m and the source system shifted by 20 m
in relation to the case of curve (15).

placed on the ground, which plays the role of a protector for a facade of another building.
During the process the building shielding efficiency decreases.

A drastic decrease of the shielding efficiency is observed when the stationary source is
replaced by the moving source. A positive effect could be observed just behind the building.

Next, the shielding efficiency of the first row of buildings, in the system of five differently
arranged buildings, has been examined. The collective effect of the first row of
buildings has been tested at a line with the observation points behind it, in front of the
second row.

T 3

Comparison of shielding efficiency DL for the three different building arrangements
(see Table 2)

DL
(dB(A))

Building Case Percentage DxE ZXXXXXXXCXXXXXXXV
arrangement No. of openings (m) Mean value Range of change

Perpendicular 13 67 80 1·14 9·25
16 40 1·43 5·22

Parallel 14 29 80 1·90 12·40
17 40 2·63 10·41

Inclined 15 72 80 1·82 4·74
18 40 1·74 4·66

DxE is the distance between sources’ positions on the lane.
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Generally, the mean value of the shielding efficiency for the moving source is very low
regardless of the buiding arrangement. The openings in the first row of the buildings
provide propagation channels where, because of reflections from the channel walls, noise
is amplified. This results in negative shielding efficiency at some points. At other points,
as the moving source is represented by a sequence of the sources along a line, only some
of these sources can be shielded. Therefore, nowhere does a deep shadow exist. This yields
a shielding efficiency value which is relatively small.

Interpreting the results obtained by application of the PROP3 simulation program, the
patterns of its construction have been borne in mind (section 3). The values obtained for
the sound equivalent level or the shielding efficiency, as it is in the presented examples,
are functions of assumed parameters present in the source and propagation model. The
upper order of interactions K on the wave path to the observation point, and the
summation step DxE of the moving source model are the operational parameters. In all
the calculation examples it is assumed K=3. Special attention has to be paid to the
assumed summation step DxE . As this step influence is changeable depending on the urban
sysem arrangement, there is no general rule how small it has to be, and it should be chosen
by inspection.

Generally, as in the urban system, the sound level shows a strong dependence on the
observation point position, thus in the process of acoustical climate planning it is advisable
to calculate the sound level in the vicinity of the building facade under investigation, at
points corresponding to the windows’ positions.

In the environmental noise model presented in the paper, a statistical character can be
assumed for the highway model. The propagation model is determined, as is the urban
system, without taking account of the atmospheric conditions. The level of mean acoustical
energy (the sound equivalent level) is the aim of the calculation, as recommended by ISO
for annoyance rating. Since it is related to subjective judgment, an accuracy of the order
of 1 dB(A) is good enough. For this purpose the sound exposure of an individual vehicle
drive-by, vehicle flow rate and its average speed are sufficient.

In spite of all the simplifications, it has been found in practice that fundamental effects
connected with traffic noise propagation in an urban area can be quantitatively predicted
by use of the PROP3 program.
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